Step 8:
The MC01 is allowed to dry one hour, then clearcoated with UCC01
Kosmic Acrylic Urethane Clear. Go easy on the coat thickness. The
first coat is applied lightly, then light to medium coats. Now artwork
can be done over the dried and sanded clear. I airbrushed rivets and
seams between the different surfaces. Here there are two different
surfaces, the side and top. Each surface is separately scuffed. The
scratches on the top do not run down onto the sides. Those are
scuffed separately, but in the same direction. This makes it appear
as if two separate pieces were riveted together.

Step 9:
MC01 can also be used to create patches and rips. Here’s how to
make it really make it appear as if two pieces of metal were
riveted together. The brushed aluminum process was applied this
fender, clearcoated with the UCC01 Kosmic Acrylic Urethane
Clear and wet sanded with 600 grit. Then the middle area was
masked off and more black basecoat and clear were applied in
that middle section. It was then scuffed and MC01 was sprayed
and cleared. As the pattern of skuffs is not exactly the same, it
looks like a different piece of metal layered over the first
application. Plus the clear underneath gives depth to the edges.
This same process can be used to create rips in the surface.

Step 10:
Here an airbrushed pinup and lettering was done over the
clearcoated MC01. The goal here was to have a finish like
a raw aluminum airplane with WWII pinup art.
“The easy workability of MC01 makes it is as simple
a process as it sounds. The creative possibilities are
endless such as aluminum effect graphics or flames.
HOK Kandy Concentrates can also be mixed into the
clearcoats for even more creative effects. ”

JOANN BORTLES

Crazyhorsepainting.com

JoAnn Bortles is an award winning custom painter with over 25 years of experience.
She is also the author of 6 books on custom painting.

PERFECTED AFTER YEARS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.

Kosmic Krome® is your best choice fo simulated plated &
chrome like finish on metal, wood, plastic, and just about any
other substrate! House of Kolor® introduces this incredible new
paint system. Kosmic Krome’s palette includes:

Aluminum Effect (MC01)
Copper Effect (MC02)
Bronze Effect (MC03)
Gold Effect (MC04)
Mirror Reflective Effect (MC00)
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